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OUR FOUNDER
Grace founded Dekko Interiors in 2011 after 10 years of experience in kitchen
design and installation, seizing an opportunity to launch into the London New Build
marketplace. Her attention to detail and exceptional knowledge about the fixed
furniture market complimented her personal ability, drive and determination.
Grace’s passion for Dekko Interiors to consistently exceed client's individual needs
and always be ahead of the market has created the foundations that have allowed
Dekko Interiors to grow at a fast pace. Grace and Dekko Interiors were soon
recognised as a major player in the fit-out market across London, securing contracts
with the biggest contractors in the region.
Grace is fully dedicated to the company and cites the company's team and quality
of the products as main keys to its achievement in a very competitive market.
Most recently Grace was presented with the UK's most prestigious award for female
enterprise: NatWest everywoman Award. Grace was recognised for her success
growing Dekko Interiors and for being a great role model.

Our aim is to exceed clients’ expectations consistently.

Winner:

Managing Director
Grace Lachowicz
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WHO WE ARE
Dekko Interiors provides a one-stop solution for house builders and developers
offering flexible, tailor made solutions to suit our client needs. Whether you
require kitchens, wardrobes, vanity units, reception desks or all of them on your
project we can do it all.
Our comprehensive service includes design, manufacturing, supply, installation,
site management, expert advice on every stage and care for every detail of your
project.
We have a proven track record delivering mixed tenure multi-unit projects
across London. We understand the importance of modern and functional
design, of tight delivery timeframes and maintaining budgets. We work with you
to achieve your goals.
Combining our expertise and client visions results in the creation of remarkable,
suitable and durable environments with individual character.
Every client gets our full attention and care. We listen, we advise. Our
experienced team provides our clients with goal focused commitment, exacting
standards and a superior quality of products and service. Our attention to detail,
'outside the box' thinking, and consistent successful delivery is generating
repeat business and exciting new leads from some of the marketplace’s biggest
players.
We’ve built our company around what we believe is important:
•
•
•
•

Providing quality and customized products with care
Being innovative and constantly developing our knowledge
Being proud of our work and loving what we do
Consistently exceeding client expectations
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KITCHENS
Branded appliances

Splashbacks

Wide range of doors
Units made to measure

Worktops

Breakfast bars
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WARDROBES
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VA N I T Y U N I T S

RECEPTION DESKS
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OUR PRODUCTS
At the core of our business is the ability to adapt to your
needs. ‘Bespoke’ is a word we are comfortable around and
in fact we encourage it.
As the design possibilities are unlimited we don’t want to
restrict your imagination to a few ranges but offer furniture
tailored to your project requirements. We bring your
concepts to life!
Here’s a snapshot of what we can offer you
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Kitchens with an infinite range of materials and colours
Worktops: from classic quartz and marble, through to
modern Staron and Corian solid surfaces, elegant
glass, industrial stainless steel and affordable
laminates.
Branded appliances and accessories
Glass and mirror splashbacks
Built-in and free standing wardrobes
Cabinets and tops for vanities
Reception desks
Commercial fit out

SOLID SURFACES
At Dekko Interiors we pride ourselves in being certified
fabricators, suppliers and fitters of Corian and Staron Solid
Surface acrylic type worktops, which are manufactured by
our own craftsmen within our London based workshop.
Highly desirable Staron and Corian are versatile acrylic
solid surfaces that give us a great freedom when it comes
to creating beautiful and contemporary designs in any
shape and style. Both are 100% waterproof, hygienic,
durable and low-maintenance materials with seamless
joints and available in a wide range of colours. These
products offer functional and elegant design that lasts for
years.
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ENVIRONMENT
We have a strong environmental ethic, we are fully
committed to environmentally friendly solutions and
our supply chain strategy ensures we choose suppliers
with similar values. We use only FCS certified timber,
which guarantees that wildlife and vegetation in the
forests are protected, and that local workers and
communities benefit from income generated by the
forest.
We insist that our suppliers have a strong emphasis on
reducing their carbon footprint, preserving our natural
environment, conserving resources and reducing
waste.
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DESIGN
Understanding and interpreting interior trends in London
consistently drives the need for small yet very functional
apartments. We constantly search for new solutions that can
improve the comfort of living and create beautiful
surroundings within your development.
Kitchens have become the centrepiece of a home and we
understand that it needs to be stylish enough for
entertaining, yet welcoming and practical for everyday use.
This is what our dedicated in-house design team create for
our clients everyday.

“Design is not just what it looks like, design is how it
works.”
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OUR PROJECTS
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LONDON CITY ISLAND
Leamouth, E14
2014/2015/2016/2017

Ballymore have embarked on creating a 12-acre mini-Manhattan in
London. City Island provides dramatic views of Canary Wharf and the
City of London and will provide 1,700 new apartments along with new
bars, restaurants and shops.
Successfully awarded with the contract to supply and install kitchens for
Phase 1, Dekko Interiors completed 561 apartments across both Private
and Rented tenures. Our private kitchens provide a focal point in the
apartments and gleam with ambition with our Silestone Quartz
worktops, long open shelving units and integrated appliances whilst
our Rented kitchens provided strong, durable and functional
characteristics to meet the required Rented standards.
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REFERENCES
“I had used Dekko Interiors extensively and
successfully with my previous employer for
kitchens and wardrobes on a number of
projects hence had no issues in inviting them
to tender the 457 apartments on London City
Island Phase 1. Despite a challenging
programme the works were completed to a
very high standard within budget and we look
forward to working with them on future
phases.“
Tony Martin
Project Director
Ballymore Group
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DALSTON LANE APARTMENTS
Hackney, E8
2016/2017

This project pushes the boundaries of
architecture by a bold move to produce
the building from timber and not from
standard

material

choices.

The

122-

apartment development in East London is
changing the landscape of the Dalston
area and will provide quality homes for
many years to come.
Our contract to design, supply and install
with high quality and functional products,
many of which benefit from our kitchens
and wardrobes in this development gave
us the opportunity to provide Private,
Shared Ownership and Rented tenure with
high quality and functional products.
Many of which boast our highly versatile
Staron solid surface worktops.
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REFERENCES
“Regal Homes Construction’s experience with Dekko Interiors
at Dalston Lane has been positive. We found Dekko Interiors to
be professional and able to deliver a good quality product with
excellent service. We have also found Dekko Interiors to be
proactive in resolving issues that could hinder program
completion and wouldn’t hesitate to recommend them to future
developments.”
Killian McHugh
Construction Manager
Regal Homes
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CITY WHARF
Islington, N1
2015/2016

United Living and Fabrica by A2dominion have
transformed the Wharf Road basin and Wenlock
Road basin area in the heart of London’s N1
vibrant scene. This award-winning development
for Best Apartment Scheme provides a mixture of
tenures across 327 apartments.
We were awarded the contract to design, supply
and install kitchens, wardrobes and vanity units
across the three available tenures. Our Private
specification demonstrated our ability to offer
handleless kitchens with quartz worktops and
Siemens appliances, whilst our Shared Ownership
specification showed our versatility with the use
of Staron solid surface worktops. Vanity units with
integrated LED lighting and lacquered full height
built in wardrobes also provided the additional
high quality finish that the developer was looking
to achieve.
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REFERENCES
“I have now worked with Dekko Interiors for
three consecutive projects, their kitchen’s
and joinery products and installation
processes provide us with significant
advantages by delivering to programme a
high spec product at competitive value.
Dekko Interior’s approach and support is
always friendly and professional, they are a
pleasure to work with.”
David Martin
Project Manager
United House
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JIGSAW
Ealing, W5
2016

A partnership between Fabrica by a2Dominion and
Rydon see’s this redevelopment of the Green Man
Lane estate in Ealing brought to life. Overall the
project boasts a £166m budget to be spent over the
next nine years, transforming Ealing and offering
Londoners 770 new homes and community facilities.
In its current phase, it hosts 90 apartments with 71
plots selected to be Private tenure.
Dekko Interiors were awarded the contract to
design,

supply

including

and

appliances,

install
and

bespoke
built-in

kitchens,
wardrobes

complete with shelving units. Utilising our expertise
in high specification fit outs, Rydon have been able
to produce a high level, outstanding finish to the
apartments.
Our open plan kitchen with natural material palette,
matt lacquer fronts, quartz worktop and handleless
design contributes to the creation of a relaxing and
comfortable environment. Extension of backpainted
glass splashback to the bottom of the high
cupboards results in a contemporary and minimal
finish.
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REGENT APARTMENTS
Islington, N1
2015/2016

Regent Apartments is a luxury apartment complex
developed by United Living and is situated in North
London’s fashionable N1 postcode. The main
building adjacent to the Wenlock Basin provided 74
residential units of which 68 were for Private Sale
and six apartments available for Shared Ownership.
The second building comprised a total of 30 units,
including five Social Rented properties, 16 for
Affordable Rent and nine apartments for Shared
Ownership.
We designed, supplied and installed 104 mixed
tenure kitchens in conjunction with 172 bathroom
vanities, 96 wardrobes with sliding silver frosted
glass doors and concierge desk. Proud of our
flexibility with bespoke design, we provided matt
lacquer kitchens to the Private apartments and
elegant glass door kitchens to the Penthouse
apartments. A high specification is seen on the rest
of the fixed furniture fit out.
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BRACKENBURY SQUARE
Hammersmith, W6
2015/2016

This scheme, delivered by United Living and Notting Hill Housing,
formed part of Hammersmith and Fulham Council’s 20-year vision to
revitalise key parts of the borough. It involved the design and build of a
four, five, and six-storey apartment building with a basement. The
project delivered 63 apartments; 18 for Shared Ownership and 45 for
Private Sale.
Dekko Interiors fitted 62 kitchens, 85 bathrooms and 45 wardrobes. Our
premier kitchens with glass doors finished in light grey with aluminium
edging proved to be a stunning addition to the apartments in this
development while boasting Staron solid surface worktops, smoked
glass mirror splashbacks, Franke 3-in-1 kettle tap and Miele appliances.
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THE EXCHANGE
Bermondsey, SE1
2013

Notting Hill Housing and United House
delivered

this

mixed-use

scheme

in

Grange Walk, Bermondsey in the heart of
Southwark’s

regeneration

area.

The

development provided 205 homes, made
up of studios, 1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom
duplexes and town houses with a mix of
tenure including Affordable Rent, Shared
Ownership and Private Sale. Twenty of the
units were designed for wheelchair users.
Our modern Private tenure kitchens with
acrylic faced doors and stainless steel
effect edges, Staron solid surface worktop
and

smoked

contributed

to

mirror
the

splashbacks,

creation

of

chic

interiors with uncompromised quality. We
also supplied kitchens to the Penthouse,
Shared Ownership and Social Rented
apartments, as well as fitted wardrobes
and mirrored vanity cupboards.
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REFERENCES
“Notting Hill Housing have benefitted from
Dekko Interiors input into our Grange Walk
(The Exchange) development. It is unusual
for us or our main contractor to work with a
single supplier for kitchens, bathroom
vanity units and wardrobes, but this has
been very successful. The finish is of a high
quality and our buyers have been impressed
with the contemporary feel. In the future we
would be willing to work with Dekko
Interiors

again.”

Anthony Green
Senior Project Manager
Notting Hill Housing Association
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PAYNES AND BORTHWICK
Greenwich, SE8
2013

The historic Paynes and Borthwick scheme lies along the
River Thames in Greenwich and is a Grade II Listed
former marine boiler factory. The development brings
together old and new architecture in the form of a 16
storey residential tower

and

the

conversion

and

restoration of the existing warehouse buildings where
their original facades have been retained. All of the 257
apartments and 10 live-work units have been carefully
designed with high quality contemporary materials that
reflect the visual integrity of this Listed building.
Dekko Interiors designed, supplied and installed the
concierge desk, high specification kitchens to all
apartments featuring handle-less lacquered doors and
solid surface worktops, as well as wardrobes fitted with
sensor activated internal lighting and glass sliding doors.
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REFERENCES
“We are very pleased with the quality
and service your company provides.
We sincerely appreciate your
responsiveness and the way you
conduct business. We have
recommended your company to others
because of our satisfaction with your
service. We look forward to doing
business with you for years to come.”
Gary Grimwood
Project Manager
Ardmore
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SOCIAL AND
AFFORDABLE
KITCHENS
We have a wealth of experience tailoring budgets and
expectations to find the ideal solution for mixed tenure
developments. By mixing and matching product
specifications

we

can

price

point

kitchens

and

wardrobes to meet Shared Ownership and Rented
tenure requirements, in addition to luxury private
dwellings.
We have extensive knowledge and experience when it
comes to social housing and wheelchair user design
standards. We have completed projects for major and
award

winning

housing

associations

in

London,

including The Hyde Group, Notting Hill Housing, One
Housing Group, a2Dominion and Asra Housing Group.
We really are one company that can deliver all of your
requirements.
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COMMERCIAL
FIT OUT
Office fit out and reception desks are
another part of our comprehensive
service.

Our

bespoke

design

and

flexible approach contribute to the
creation of diverse office styles which
meet any requirements.
We are recognised for the provision of
cost

effective

solutions

without

compromising on the high quality of our
furniture.
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AFTER-SALES SERVICE
Client satisfaction is at the heart of everything we do so above
all else, we want you to be happy. The world of construction
can be a challenging arena, particularly when multiple
occupancies occur simultaneously. We have invested in our
people who are among the best in the business when it comes
to handling the aspect of Customer Care. We consistently
receive outstanding client feedback for our after sales care so
rest assured we can handle it.

REFERENCES
“We purchased a new build flat at City Wharf
N1. While we are very happy with our kitchen,
we contacted the kitchen installer (Dekko
Interiors) to ask about the possibility of
modifying the pantry to include a pull out
larder unit. This was undertaken promptly and
to our full satisfaction. We would highly
recommend Dekko Interiors for quality, price
and willingness to work with its clients to
achieve the best outcome possible.”
Leanne A (City Wharf)

WE WORK WITH:

